Pruning impacts on shoot-root-growth, biochemical and physiological changes of *Bougainvillea glabra*
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Abstract

The effects of different pruning of *Bougainvillea glabra* on chlorophyll \(a\) & \(b\), quantum yield, sugar content, biomass, stomatal conductance, and flowering process factors were studied. Results on frequent pruning of *Bougainvillea glabra* plants gave the highest quantum yield, chlorophyll \(a\) and \(b\), and maximum flower initiation per plant compared to those of non-pruning plants. The sugar content in pruned plants decreased, probably due to the prolonged phase and flowering process, developed into new flowering shoots. Minimum branch fresh weight and low potassium content were observed in the complete pruning plants. The observations also indicated that different pruning treatments modify the root and shoot initiation, which affects the physiological and biochemical content of plants. In the case of the completed pruning, plant maintain a minimum shoot growth rate due to the low availability of potassium, sugar nutrient and lower root growth. Tertiary branch initiation was found to be more effective in the non-pruning condition. The above findings have given a better understanding of the effects of different pruning on the growth and development of the *Bougainvillea glabra*. Hence, it is suggested that frequent pruning can be used to maintain plant growth and flower shoot initiation.
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Introduction

The genus bougainvillea plant has a wide variety of traits that make it a potential as a new ornamental plant for floriculture, horticulture, pharmaceutical, agriculture and environmental industries on account of large flexibility in different agro climatic regions of the world (Suexia et al., 2009; Simon et al., 2006; Saifuddin et al., 2009a; Saifuddin et al., 2009b; Kent et al., 2007). Considering its vast scope, introduction and alteration of flower color and size are highly desired ornamental plant all over the world. Recently this species is vastly recommended for plantation in heavy industrial area and traffic island to absorb the pollutants and green house gases from the environment (Kulshreshtha et al., 2010; Fatama et al., 2007; Saifuddin et al., 2010). Pruning is common and constructive technique for a variety of ornamental plants under natural exposed sunlight or greenhouse conditions (Sarkka and Erikson, 2003). Generally, the reason of pruning is to observe and control the plant growth to manipulate branching, flower and fruits production in different season or all year round. Many researcher and their studies have underlined the outcome of pruning on flowering and its effects on the subsequent fruit growth and quantity as well as its quality (Calatayud et al., 2007). But in the ornamental flowering plants, pruning usually was focused on initiation of new flowering shoot by creating or increasing the availability of metabolic sinks. Meanwhile, in the non-pruned plants, the less growth of shoots may be caused a short-term reduction of cell activity of older shoots, causing a decline in yield production (Zieslin and Mor, 1981). In addition, in the long term growing stage, the plant cannot improve its nutrient reserves, moderately or totally, and maintain their flower initiation again. Therefore, the level of plant recovery would rely on pruning, especially pruning-position, pruning-height, and the timing of plant phase (Li et al., 2009; Zieslin and Mor, 1981). Coder (1997) suggested that pruning can be done in a way so that lower branches will get sufficient light to utilize its leaves as a potential part too. In addition, pruning is carried out to maintain attractive plant shape, mostly on ornamental plants. This is accomplished through cutting and removing dead, broken, diseased and old branches even over-crowded branches. Though these techniques are more time consuming than chemical thinning, but the results recover flowering, and specially plant health as much as possible (Calatayud et al., 2007; Calatayud et al., 2009). The circulation and gathering of nutrient elements are affected by style of pruning or age of plant. Admasu and Struikb (2000) said that light penetration and allocation are enhanced by shoot pruning. Pruning can modify the light distribution within its canopy and change their photosynthetic capacity and quantum yield of leaves too (Stitt et al., 1990; Hossain et al., 2007). The quantum yield, the ratio of the number of photons emitted to the number of photons absorbed, is the sign of healthy photo system of plant leaf (Calatayud et al., 2009). Angeles et al. (2008) referred that low light intensity was belong to inner leaves before pruning. But after...
pruning, inner and external leaves can receive the equivalent light intensity. Other effects on some physiological activities of a plant may be influenced by the age of leaf, leaf position within the canopy and leaf position in different directions of branches (Nabi et al., 2000). In addition, flower buds, sugar content and N, P, and K content in leaf were higher in pruned trees than unpruned peach trees (Hossain and Fusao, 2008). Pruning generally increased stem potential, induced canopy transpiration and improved water status. Therefore, even under dry condition a potential effect of pruning on fruit growth was observed. However, in wet and cloudy years the status may not be limited and carbohydrate supply and demand effects may be more dominant (Lin and Hsu, 2004; Manuel et al., 1998). Higher stem water potential was reported to be beneficial to increase flower number, fruit growth and quality (Roberto and Jonathan, 2000). In addition, leaf photosynthetic rate and water status can vary with potassium level in herbaceous and woody species (Bednarz and Oosterhuis, 1999; Egilla and Davies, 1995). CO₂ assimilation rate and leaf respiration efficiency can be affected by potassium deficiency (Onguso et al., 2004). Thus, this experiment was aimed to study the effects of differing pruning on (1) the new shoot and root initiations, (2) the flowering process under exposed sunlight condition and (3) the content of chlorophyll a and b, quantum yield, biomass, sugar and potassium content of Bougainvillea glabra.

Materials and methods

Experimental site and plant materials

The experiment was carried out in the Plant Physiology Garden, Institute of Biological Sciences, University of Malaya, Malaysia. In this experiment, one-year-old (total of plants 12) bougainvillea plants were grown in a small polythene bag having 12 cm in diameter and 20 cm in length. The bags were placed under prevailing conditions (temperature 21-32°C, maximum PAR 2000 µE m⁻² s⁻¹ and relative humidity of 60-90%). The plants were irrigated twice a day, to avoid water stress condition. The average height of each plant was 50 cm and having 50 cm row to row distance and 50 cm plant to plant distance. The plant consisted (control) of eight primary branches and five secondary branches. The nutrient, N: P: K (12:12:17), at the rate of 5 gm per plant was applied at a 15 day interval.

Pruning treatment

Effects of different pruning treatments were analyzed following a completely randomized design, having three replications per treatment. There were four treatments. The Control plant was not pruned within six months. Partial pruning was done by pruning all branches except one branch. Complete pruning was performed by completely cutting all primary and secondary branches. Finally frequent pruning was carried out by pruning all branches, 4 cm from shoot apex, at 30 days interval throughout the experimental period (Fig. 1).

Quantum yield measurements

Chlorophyll fluorescence was measured by using Plant Efficiency Analyser (Hansatech Instrument Ltd., England). A clip was affixed to leaves and reserved in dark for 30-45 minutes to sustain dark adaptation. Then, the leaf clip was oriented with the shutter plate. When the light intensity was applied on the leaf, the fluorescence signal was counted for 3 seconds and observed the Quantum yield or Photosynthetic yield. The higher fluorescence (Fm) and lower fluorescence (Fo) value was taken from the display pad of Plant Efficiency Analyser machine. The relative fluorescence (Fv) was calculated as Fm-Fo. Calculation of Quantum yield or Photosynthetic yield was determined according to the equation Fv/Fm (Temperature = 28ºC, Time range = 10 µs⁻³ sec).

Relative water content (RWC)

The three youngest fully expanded leaves per plant were taken randomly from each treatment. The leaves were weighted immediately to determine the fresh weight (FW). They were then floated in distilled water (in petri dishes) under a fluorescent lamp supplying compensation light intensity for 12 hours (Weatherly and Slatye, 1962). Next, the leaves were blotted gently with tissue paper and weighed to determine the turgid weight (TW). The leaves were then oven dried (80 °C) to constant dry weight (DW). The RWC was calculated by RWC = [(FW –DW) / (TW - DW)] ×100.

Photosynthetic pigments

The photosynthetic pigments chlorophyll a and chlorophyll b were estimated after homogenizing 0.5 g of the fresh leaf sample in 80 percent ethanol. The absorbance was measured at 663 and 645 nm and the chlorophyll content was measured using the following formula (Asare-Boamah et al., 1986). Chl a (mg g⁻¹) = [(12.7 × A663) - (2.6 × A645)] × V mg/ gm Fresh Weight Chl b (mg g⁻¹) = [(22.9 × A645) - (4.68 × A663)] × V mg / gm Fresh Weight.
measured in 3 replicates from different spots of a single leaf. A stomatal conductance was to one of the leaf and kept in ambient temperature for 10-15 min to maintain sunlight adaptation. Stomatal conductance was measured using a portable porometer (Leaf Porometer, Model SC-1, USA). A leaf clamber was attached to the plant leaves were taken from each treatment. For potassium estimation, one gram leaf was homogenized in 4 ml of 0.5 N of sodium hydroxide and grind in a mortar with a pestle and then centrifuged at 3,500 g for 20 min at 4 °C. The pellet was discarded and the supernatant was neutralized with 0.5 N Acetic acid. The resulting solution was made up to 40 ml and was stored at 4 °C till use. These extracts were then used in the estimation of total soluble sugars according to the Phenol-Sulphuric method (Dubois et al., 1956). One ml of the leaf extract was placed in a test tube and 1 ml of Phenol [5 % w/v] was added followed by 5 ml of concentrate Sulphuric acid and the contents were mixed and left at room temperature for 10 minutes. Spectrophotometers reading were taken at 490 nm absorbance. The sugar concentration was obtained by referring to the standard glucose graph. The assay for this standard glucose graph was carried out by adding phenol and sulphuric acid to a standard glucose solution with concentrations varying between 0-100 µg ml⁻¹. Total soluble sugars were expressed in mg/100 gm leaf fresh weight.

**Estimation of total soluble sugars**

In order to estimate the total soluble sugars, one gm of leaf was homogenized in 4 ml of 0.5 N of sodium hydroxide and grind in a mortar with a pestle and then centrifuged at 3,500 g for 20 min at 4 °C. The pellet was discarded and the supernatant was neutralized with 0.5 N Acetic acid. The resulting solution was made up to 40 ml and was stored at 4 °C till use. These extracts were then used in the estimation of total soluble sugars according to the Phenol-Sulphuric method (Dubois et al., 1956). One ml of the leaf extract was placed in a test tube and 1 ml of Phenol [5 % w/v] was added followed by 5 ml of concentrate Sulphuric acid and the contents were mixed and left at room temperature for 10 minutes. Spectrophotometers reading were taken at 490 nm absorbance. The sugar concentration was obtained by referring to the standard glucose graph. The assay for this standard glucose graph was carried out by adding phenol and sulphuric acid to a standard glucose solution with concentrations varying between 0-100 µg ml⁻¹. Total soluble sugars were expressed in mg/100 gm leaf fresh weight.

**Stomatal conductance**

Stomatal conductance was measured using a portable porometer (Leaf Porometer, Model SC-1, USA). A leaf clamber was attached to the plant leaves were taken from each treatment. For potassium estimation, one gram leaf was homogenized in 5 ml distilled water in a motor with a pestle and then centrifuged at 3,500 rpm for 20 min. The 3 to 5 drops of the supernatant liquid were transpired onto the calibrated sensor pad (Cardy Potassium Meter, Model-2400, USA). A sampling paper was also be placed on the sensor and saturated with the liquid. After the value has stabilized (30 to 45 seconds), reading (ppm) was taken from the display pad.

**Bract weight, length and plant biomass measurement**

The weight of bract recorded at different (1st and 3rd) flower blooming cycles (FBC) and biomass was measured at the end of experiment using the weighing machine (Model-Mettle PJ3000, Japan) and bract length was measured by Vernier scale. Branch initiation was calculated by following formula: Branch Initiation (%) = (FBN – IBN)/FBN × 100.

Where, FBN is final branch number and IBN is initial branch number.

**Statistical analysis**

Statistical analysis was completed by SPSS software. Significant difference among the treatments was evaluated by one way ANOVA and LSD (p=0.05) was calculated using the error mean squares.

**Results and discussion**

The results showed that bract length, weight and bract numbers per plant were significantly decreased by complete pruning in the final season (Table 1). Bract length and weight was almost similar in all treatments in first season. In the final season, the highest bract length and weight was observed in the frequent pruning as compared with control plants. It was clear that frequent pruning had a positive effect on bract length and weight compared to non-pruning and other types of pruning. While complete pruning reduced the bract number per plant in both first and final seasons by 40 and 35 %, respectively. The influence of all treatments on branch initiation was observed throughout the experiments. All strategies were able to initiate primary and secondary branch with respect to experimental periods. The most effective strategies to increase 100 % secondary branches per plant were partial and complete pruning (Fig. 2). In the case of secondary branch initiation, lower value was observed in frequent pruning. However, the most effective strategy for increasing primary and secondary branch per plant was in the partial pruning. In this experiment, tertiary branch initiation was observed only in non-pruning treatment. In contrast, the maximum branch wide was observed in partial pruning and the minimum was observed in complete pruning plants (Table 2). In addition, biomass measurements were taken at the end of this research. The influence of different styles of pruning on biomass was easily observed here and discussed in pruning studies. There has been a little effort to explain biomass responses to pruning on the basis of tree physiology. The results of above treatments showed that partial pruning has a great influence to increase on fresh weight and dry weight of branches. The fresh weight of complete pruned plants was decreased by 60% as a result of the lower branches present, smaller size and lower wide of the plant canopy. Another related cause was that complete pruning stimulate less vegetative growth. The new branch initiation was particularly delayed and decreased by complete pruning. It might be due to the sudden shock to the plant and that is way, it might take time to initiate new branches (Table 3). The difference in plant shape among the different types of pruned and non-pruned treatments was evaluated (Table 4). It was perceptible that partial pruning improved root length as well as root weight than complete and frequent pruning. Root growth depends on the strategy of shoot distribution or

![Fig 2. Bougainvillea plant structure and different type of branches. Number 1, 2 and 3 represents the primary, secondary and tertiary branch, respectively, at the end of experiments.](image-url)
Table 1. Measurement of ornamental characteristics (bract length, weight and bract number) as affected by different type of pruning. Values are means of 3 measurements ± SE. Values followed by different alphabets indicate the existence of significant differences according to LSD\_{0.05} test. *Flower Blooming Cycle (FBC)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatments</th>
<th>Bract (mm) Length</th>
<th>Bract (g m) weight</th>
<th>Flower number/ plant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>44.33±0.42 41.6±0.32d</td>
<td>0.53±.006 0.370±.02d</td>
<td>44.66±2ab 34.66±1.4b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>44.66±0.24 43.1±0.26ab</td>
<td>0.53±.006 0.438±.02b</td>
<td>36.66±2bc 33.6±2.7bc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>44.83±0.14 42.7±0.37bc</td>
<td>0.53±.007 0.403±.01bc</td>
<td>26.6±2.3d 22.66±1.7d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>44.53±0.35 44.4±0.52a</td>
<td>0.53±.007 0.530±.01a</td>
<td>53.0±2.8a 50.33±1.4a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*means the value within column is not significant

Table 2. Different types of branch initiation were affected by pruning. Values are means of 3 measurements ± SE. Values followed by different alphabets indicate the existence of significant differences according to LSD\_{0.05} test.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Primary Branch Initiation</th>
<th>Secondary Branch Initiation</th>
<th>Tertiary Branch Initiation</th>
<th>Branch wide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>45.9±1.30b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>55.32±1.80a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>28.84±0.90c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>23±60±0.50d</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

pruning tactics or cutting position. Therefore, different types of pruning had shown different root length, though little similar results were observed between non-pruned and partial pruning. The highest reduction in root weight by 61% as a result of complete pruning may be attributed to lower root length or less vegetative growth (Table 3). These findings led to the proposal of root growth based on the remaining shoots or vegetative growth. The photosystem of leaves, measured by quantum yield referred lower values in the non-pruning leaves. Whereas, significant higher values of quantum yield were observed in all kinds of pruning leaves (Fig. 3). In frequent pruning, the quantum value increased by 4% in leaves of flowering branch. Among the pruned plants, the lower values were presented in complete pruning plant leaves. In respect to stomatal conductance, it was clearly observed that the initial conductance assessment was higher in control treatment (Fig. 4). Amongst the pruning treatments, frequent pruning leaves exhibited the highest value of stomatal conductance. The stomatal conductance was gradually increased throughout the observation except those leaves of the control or non-pruned. The difference in stomatal conductance between complete and partial pruning was perhaps associated to the fact that complete pruning reduced the stomata frequency, thus to maintain the physiological coherence, leaf age or due to a slower growth rate. That is why in a vegetative stage, leaf exhibited low stomatal conductance. In addition, Nabi et al. (2000) showed that the stomatal conductance was directly connected to age and position of leaf in a plant. With the increase of leaf age, the stomatal conductance had improved up to a certain value which was different from plant species to species. In the case of complete and partial pruning, stomatal conductance increased rapidly beyond the second month of observation. The decline in relative water content (RWC) of complete pruning application was due to a lower plant growth and less capability to maintain photosynthesis process or less nutrient supply through root profile. The effect of partial pruning on (RWC) observed little higher than complete pruning. RWC was improved by pruning treatment by 15% (Fig. 5). Therefore, a higher quantum value and higher flower number per branch was observed in this pruning and similar result was proved by other researchers too (Roberto and Jonathan, 2000). The photosynthetic pigment chlorophyll b showed a significant difference among the pruning treatments. The association of chlorophyll b was considerably higher in plants which underwent in the frequent pruning. Enhanced creation of chlorophyll dye by pruning treatment had before been stated too and it has been recommended that this accumulation was attributed to the increment of cytokinin action (Fig. 6) (Angeles et al., 2008). Similarly, chlorophyll a also showed a significant difference in both pruning and non-pruning treatments. The lowest quantity of chlorophyll was visualized in the control treatment. Hence, it can be referred that the frequent pruning, once per month, was the most favorable rate to keep the maximum stage of chlorophyll in bougainvillea. Thus, this finding agrees with the reports on the enhancement of the photosynthetic pigments
Table 3. Biomass measurement (of branches) at the end of experiments. Values are means of 3 measurements ± SE. Values followed by different alphabets indicate the existence of significant differences according to LSD 0.05 test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatments</th>
<th>Total Branch Fresh Weight (gm)</th>
<th>Total Branch Dry Weight (gm)</th>
<th>Ratio (Fw/Dw)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>36.54±1.20a</td>
<td>21.45±0.90a</td>
<td>1.70±0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>34.65±1.05ab</td>
<td>18.84±0.34b</td>
<td>1.84±0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>14.43±1.03d</td>
<td>7.96±0.46d</td>
<td>1.90±0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>22.35±1.20c</td>
<td>11.72±0.37c</td>
<td>1.91±0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

through pruning (Angeles et al., 2008). Potassium content was increased by frequent pruning. So frequent pruning could be one of the effective strategies to increase potassium in plant leaf. The potassium content was lower in partial pruning than in the control treatment. But the significant and effective treatment for reducing plant potassium concentration was complete pruning (Fig. 7). At the end of the test, total soluble sugars (Ts) were significantly higher in the non-pruning plants, whereas the contents of Ts were identical in partial and non-pruning plants. The Ts value was 50% higher in non-pruning plants. The minimum total soluble sugar was obtained in complete pruning compared to all pruning treatments and it was about 40% lower in frequent pruning (Fig. 9). In this work, the investigation of some physiological parameters on bougainvillea plants by pruning was exhibited. Many researches about pruning were carried out mainly on physiological parameters such as yield and carbohydrates content of many fruits plant. This research is focused on offering a wide range of physiological mechanism associated to pruning under natural sunlight growing condition of flowering plant. In this current study, it has been discovered that pruning is an effective method to increase quantum yield and chlorophyll (a & b), also to maintain bract length, bract number/plant and relative water content of leaf.

**Quantum yield**

Lower quantum (Fv/Fm) value was obtained in non-pruning plants. Fv/Fm reflects a responsive sign of plant performance and most plant species showed an optimal values of 0.8 (Calatayud et al., 2002; Johnson, 1993). In this experiment, around 0.88 has been exhibited in leaves of flower shoots in frequent pruning plants (Fig. 3). The value obtained by fluorescence, indicate that pruned plant promoted photosynthetic light accumulation (0.84). This matter was explained by Mediene et al. (2002) who described that photosynthetic rates was enhanced due to a higher radiation by remaining mature leaves or by the canopy.

**Total soluble sugar and shoot length**

The analysis of total soluble sugar (Ts) in different types of pruning and non-pruning plants was observed. Non-pruning plant leaves showed maximum Ts than pruned plants. It can be cleared in such a way that pruning perhaps fashion a great amount of metabolic trap by expanding new leaves or flower shoots (Fig. 8). Therefore, the reductions of stored carbohydrates of plant parts or shoots were observed due to the translocation of sugar to the new rising flowering shoots. Other assumption, pruning decreases the total number of photosynthesizing area (Fig. 2) and reduces the amount of new carbohydrate resources (Fig. 9) (Li et al., 2009). Therefore, the gathering of carbohydrates guides to both a reserving of photosynthesis and rising of respiration (Mediene et al., 2009; Stitt et al., 2002).

**Fig 4.** Stomatal conductance value was affected by different pruned treatments. Values are means of 3 measurements ± SE. Values followed by a line indicates the existence of significant differences according to LSD 0.05 test.

**Fig 5.** Relative water content of different treatments in bougainvillea plant leaves. Bars with different alphabets indicate significant difference according to LSD 0.05 test.
Table 4. Measurement of root biomass at the end of experiment. Values are means of 3 measurements ± SE. Values followed by different alphabets indicate the existence of significant differences according to LSD 0.05 test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Root Fresh Weight (gm)</th>
<th>Root Dry Weight (gm)</th>
<th>Fw/Dw</th>
<th>Root Length (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>7.68±0.53a</td>
<td>4.63±0.37a</td>
<td>1.67±0.19</td>
<td>20.27±0.74a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>6.83±0.37ab</td>
<td>4.16±0.28ab</td>
<td>1.66±0.21</td>
<td>19.86±0.79ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>2.93±0.40cd</td>
<td>1.86±0.20d</td>
<td>1.56±0.06</td>
<td>13.21±0.38cd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>3.29±0.35c</td>
<td>2.44±0.17c</td>
<td>1.30±0.13</td>
<td>16.57±0.56c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Root and shoot growth

With full expansion of the shoot and leaves, the first priority in the shoot is the deposition of carbohydrate behind the new buds. Shoot storage is always filled with carbohydrate from the tip downward. There should be a positive relationship both in shoot and root. Shoot and root obviously act together and distribute resources to make sure the plant success (Coder, 1997). Therefore, pruning plants has received an effort to balance shoot and root mass by controlling photosynthesis and nutrients consumption (Pinkard et al., 1998). Complete pruning has adjusted the mass of roots or shoots through the deficiency of potassium and stomatal conductance. Whereas, partial pruning showed extensive shoot range due to the availability for utilizing the remaining branch leaves in photosynthetic process and nutrient uptake by excessive root (Table 4). In the case of complete pruning treatment, shoot initiation and branch length was lower than in partial pruning and non-pruning. This decrease could have been due to the less root length to up take nutrient (potassium) or the lack of photosynthesis devices (leaf) or vice versa. Therefore, less root and shoot development was observed throughout the experimental. This hypothesis is that the shoot growth is dependent upon root length, water and mineral nutrient uptake systems, while root growth was depending upon the above shoot part or the plant for carbohydrates stored amount (Coder, 1997). Tertiary branch initiation as a result of non pruning may be attributed to high Ts or capability in photosynthesis through existing primary and secondary branches leaves (Table 2). Whereas, tertiary branch was not initiated by the pruned plants due to its need to re-grow and existing less number of shoot that was pruned off at the beginning of experiment.

Stomatal conductance

The effect of pruning on stomatal conductance was clearly significant throughout the experiment. Initially, stomatal conductance was higher in the non-pruned plants then the value was gradually decreased except those leaves of pruning plants. In the matured field grown vines, photosynthesis reached a maximum at 30 days after unfolding and then declined with leaf age (Poni and Intrieri, 1996). It was referred that leaves from the younger branch or middle age had a higher rate of photosynthesis and high stomatal conductance than the leaves of older branches (Nabi et al., 2000; Poni and Intrieri, 1996).

Relative water content, potassium, flower and chlorophyll

Potassium content was higher in frequent pruning plant than the non-pruned plants and potassium deficiency was reduced by complete pruning (Cheng and Fuchigami, 2000). These values might be caused by younger leaf of complete pruning. In addition,
RWC was increased in pruning treatments. This might be due to the higher capability to accumulate chlorophyll a and b or photosynthetic pigment cell (Fig. 6) by pruning plants. Therefore, higher chlorophyll allowed more photosynthetic to take place and maintain higher RWC, producing new branches and leaves, allowing the plant to maintain same quality, size and number of its flower. Other researchers also stated similar outcomes which proved that as the water potential increased, the flower numbers, growth and quality also increased (Roberto and Jonathan, 2000).

Flower initiation

It has been revealed that pruning increased the supply of cytokinins from the roots, measured as increased concentration in the remaining above-ground tissue (Avner and Staden, 1983). The increase of hormone levels is probably responsible for stimulating cell division, new shoot formation and ultimately more flower per branch and frequent flower bud initiation. In this experiment, the frequent pruning took short period to induce flower by stimulating continuously cytokinins for bud formation and therefore flower number/branch, bract length, and weight was remain unchanged from the first to final season (Table 1). However, in the case of partial and complete pruning, the number of flower per branch was low in first and final seasons due to the prolonged vegetative stage for shoot initiation and lack of leaves to utilize in photosynthetic process or lack of contribution of cytokinins from root towards shoot (Calatayud et al., 2004).

Conclusion

In a conclusion, the experimental observations indicated that different pruning styles modified the root and shoot initiation, which ultimately affects the physiological and chemical contents of Bougainvillea glabra. In the case of complete pruning, plants maintain a minimum growth rate due to low availability of potassium, sugar nutrient and lower root growth. Flower initiations were found to be dependent on frequent pruning, high quantum yield and the availability of chlorophyll content. Tertiary branch initiation was found to be dependent on non-pruning condition. Therefore, it can be concluded that the frequent pruning is useful to induce flowe and to maintain the growth of Bougainvillea glabra, which can be vastly used for landscaping and environmental beautification purposes. As a recommendation, for the further research, molecular technique is to be studied to genetically manage flowering process of Bougainvillea glabra flower.
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